
 

 
 
Week 5 Summer Term 2     Week beginning: 29th June 2020 
 

Hi Year 5, 

 

Here are some activities we would like you to do this week.  Please try and complete all of 

the activities and get them in to us when you can. There are different ways of attaching your 

work, as a Word Document, Override the PDF or take a photo and send it in.. We would 

suggest approximately 30 minutes reading, 40 minutes writing and 40 minutes Maths each 

day. You will find resources to support your learning in Google Classroom- class codes are on 

the website. Please ensure you focus on your Wellbeing too.. Try the activities below, look at 

the mindkit link and let us know what you have tried. Have a good week and keep strong  
Subject Activities 

 

Well-being activities  

 

Our wellbeing is certainly key at the moment. Anything you feel you can do to focus on this 

will be beneficial.  We all need to focus on breathing and talk about feelings during this 

unprecedented time.  

For something creative, create a decoration to celebrate the hard work of the NHS; it could 

be a rainbow or something different. Give one wish to the world and put it in your window. 

Pick one activity from the Resilience booklet, have a look through, how are you currently 

feeling, choose something and keep a note of which one you have done and let us know 

how it felt doing it.  

Yoga is a great way to keep the mind and body healthy. The host on you tube tells a 

wonderful story to the children as they follow along acting out some parts of the story 

through different yoga poses. Link: https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga 
Try some relaxing music or connect with  

https://www.mindkit.org.uk/5-ways-to-wellbeing  Studies have shown that if we do the 

following 5 things listed below, our happiness will increase 1. Connect  2. Be Active  3. Keep 

Learning  4. Help others  5. Taking Notice.  This link will go into more details regarding this.  

Please check out this website and let us know what activity you chose to do.  

 

Reading 

(30 mins daily)  

 

Don’t forget to write to us and let us know what book you are reading in our virtual library… 

Reading is an excellent way of visiting other places and expanding your creative mind.  

Read books of your choice, there are many to access on Accelerated Reader and Bug 

Club and we will be assigning you comprehension tasks to do on Learning By Questions.  

English(40 minutes daily) This week we will be following the daily activities from bbc bitesize. The focus includes: 

ads and brochures, maps, charts and presentations, posters, leaflets and writing 

instructions. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/tags/zhgppg8/year-5-and-p6-lessons/1. On Friday, 

there will be an LBQ task to complete. 

 

Maths 

(40 minutes daily) 

 

In Maths, we are looking at decimals. This includes: measuring and drawing angles up to 

180 degrees, measuring angles on a straight line and measuring angles on around a point. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/tags/zhgppg8/year-5-and-p6-lessons/1 

On Friday, there will be a challenge along with an LBQ task.  

 

Topic 

This week we will be looking at Changing landscapes. Take a look at the activity on google 

classroom. 

 

PE 

 

Every week, the WFSSN (Waltham Forest School Sports Network) are setting home learning 

tasks.  Take a look on google classroom for your PE activities. 

 

 

Computing We will be looking at E-safety resources from ‘Thinkyouknow’. Take a look at the activity 

posted on google classroom. 

PSHE Our well-being topic this week is ‘Focusing on the good’. Take a look on google classroom 

for the activity. 

 
We can’t wait to see your fantastic work, email it to us (the address is on the school website) 

or upload it onto Google Classroom. Maybe you will be the next Star of The Week!  

Have fun and keep safe, we are all in this together.  Love the Year 5 Team.  
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